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Abstract 

With the emergency of the mobile computing, more and more useful mobile 

applications make it possible for a user to manage personal schedule, entertainment, and 

do many useful activities. Offloading is a common method to remedy the resource 

constraint problem of mobile devices. That is, resource-heavy and computation-intensive 

components are offloaded to a resource-rich server, which runs the components and 

returns the result. The conventional dynamic offloading approach is to migrate 

computation-intensive offloadable components after offloading situation occurrence. To 

resolve the mentioned problem, we propose a predictive offloading framework which 

migrates computation-intensive offloadable components in advance. As the result, the 

limitations of the conventional dynamic offloading are overcome, the overall efficiency of 

offloading is greatly increased. In this paper, we will present the predictive offloading 

method for efficient mobile cloud computing. At last, we will present experiment result for 

validating applicability and practicability of our proposal. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile cloud computing is a computing paradigm that extends cloud computing 

capabilities to mobile computing [1][2]. Nowadays, mobile computing has become a 

common computing paradigm that provides convenience to people’s daily life. More and 

more useful mobile applications make it possible for a user to manage personal schedule, 

entertainment, and do many useful activities. However, some approaches indicate that 

there is an inherent defect that is the performance of mobile device in comparison to 

traditional computer that a mobile device is constrained by processor speed, memory size, 

and etc [3]. As a remedy scheme to solve the problem, component offloading makes room 

to handle mentioned issues via migrating computationally intensive component to the 

remote server [4]. Due to the flexible access to the internet through a wireless network, 

we now have the chance to make a mobile device available to interact with cloud nodes. 

In this paper, we propose a predictive offloading framework for efficient offloading. 

Our strategy to increasing the efficiency of mobile cloud applications is to utilize a look-

ahead method to identify the specific time point for performing component offloading. 

We propose an efficient algorithm to predict the demand for resources in advance. Based 

on the prediction made, our proposal performs component offloading and/or migration in 

background. In this way, we can eliminate the time to analyze the resource demands at 

runtime and the time to migrate computationally intensive components. The key benefit of 

applying prediction is the increasing performance of mobile cloud computing. 
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2. Related Works 

With the increasing penetration of mobile phone in the world, more people are 

managing their daily activities using various useful mobile applications. However, some 

approaches indicate that compared to traditional computer the performance of mobile 

device is constrained by processor speed, memory size, and etc [5][6][7]. 

In order to resolve the mentioned issues in mobile computing, Abolfazli’s work 

presents a mobile augmentation model which is Cloud-based Mobile Augmentation 

(CMA). The CMA employs resource-rich clouds to increase, enhance, and optimize 

computing capabilities of mobile devices for executing resource-intensive mobile 

applications [8]. Fernando’s work specifies a Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm that can 

execute mobile applications on external resource providers that provide computational 

capabilities to enhance the performance of a mobile device by exploiting external resource 

providers in the cloud [9]. Both of the work indicate that the resource-rich cloud 

computing provides the chance to execute some computationally intensive components of 

an application on the cloud server for saving energy and improve the performance of a 

mobile device. La’s work proposes a comprehensive and practical self-stabilizing process 

and its management-related methods for resolving limited computing power and resource 

constraint problems [10]. The work clearly specifies key elements of the mobile cloud 

computing environment and their relationships for leveraging mobile cloud computing 

capability. Moreover, this work presents 4 kinds of remedy actions that include 

component offloading for improving application quality of a mobile device. Some current 

works exploit component offloading technique to achieve energy savings and increasing 

computational capabilities [11][12][13]. For leveraging capability of the component 

offloading, in this work, we will propose a predictive offloading framework and its design 

model. In this paper, we will propose two algorithms for achieving the efficient offloading 

goal. 

In Wu’s work, a distributed mobile cloud service model POEM manages mobile cloud 

resources [14]. POEM is able to manage resources not only between mobile devices and 

cloud servers, but also among mobile applications. The POEM manager performs 

component offloading, mobile device discovery, and other resource management tasks. 

Cuervo’s work proposes a Mobile Assistance Using Infrastructure (MAUI) system to 

achieve energy savings under the connection constraints of the mobile device [15]. The 

MAUI enables developers to distinguish local and remote methods of an application by 

adding simple annotations to methods at design stage. A profiler of the MAUI makes 

decisions on remote methods identification and assesses resource usage of methods. 

Moreover, a solver of the MAUI determines the remote destination of an identified 

remote method under the profiler component supports. Chun’s work proposes Clone 

Cloud system migrates a thread to a device-level clone in a computational cloud node and 

reintegrates the thread to the local mobile device [16]. The system performs static analysis 

to distinguish offloadable codes to identify both migration and reintegration places in the 

code. The Clone Cloud constructs a cost model on energy consumption of a mobile device 

via using a dynamic profiler component collected data. Some other similar works present 

component offloading mechanisms to improve the quality of mobile applications 

[17][18][19]. The current component offloading technique contains three phases which 

include computationally intensive component recognition, component migration, and 

component execution. Moreover, the current offloading approaches are aiming to perform 

immediate offloading actions after recognizing computationally intensive component 

without estimating the trend of resource status in near future time point. The proposed 

predictive offloading framework tracks real-time resource status of client mobile and 

conducts efficient offloading strategy. The framework analyzes recent historical resource 

status data and predicts the resource utilization trend for efficient offloading. 

For component offloading, some approaches propose efficient offloading algorithms 
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and methods. Li’s work proposes a mobility prediction based computational offloading 

[20]. The proposal of the work is to select the surrogate node proactively and predict the 

mobility of client mobile nodes before making the decision to offload. Based on that, 

future topology of client nodes and availability of surrogate nodes may be predictable. 

The limitation of the mentioned work is to meet the minimum execution time and 

minimum completion time when performing component offloading. We proposed a 

predictive algorithm which makes offloading decision by tracking real-time resource 

utilization of a client mobile device. Some proposed methods are considering energy 

consumption of a mobile device for efficient component offloading [21][22]. In our work, 

the framework manages a number of available offloading service nodes for component 

offloading. For efficient data transmission over the wireless network, our proposal also 

considers transmitted data size like Yang’s work [23] and extra software module 

installation. Moreover, in order to eliminate the node selection workload for a client 

mobile node, the framework selects one or more available offloading service nodes from 

the separate dispatcher and learner node. 
 

3. Algorithm for Prediction Offloading Component 

Prediction is the key strategy of our offloading framework which maximizes the 

efficiency in ever-changing system environment. The proposed framework determines 

component offloading based on real-time resource utilization. 

A mobile app consists different types of components, and some of them are 

offloadable. When a client mobile node meets a certain condition, the framework 

determines to offload candidate components to the offloading service node. For clearly 

specifying proposed prediction algorithm, we define terms and explanations in Table 1. 

Table 1. Using Terms for Prediction Algorithm Explanation 

Term Description 

CMNn A client mobile node n 

COMPn An offloadable component of an application 

FCPU(CMNn) A threshold value of CPU utilization of a CMNn 

FCPU(COMPn) 
A threshold value of CPU utilization for running a COMPn in 

a CMNn 

GCPU(CMNn, Ti) A runtime CPU utilization value of a CMNn at time Ti 

GAVG_CPU(CMNn) A recent average CPU utilization value of a CMNn 

HCPU(CMNn, Ti) A predicted value of CPU utilization of a CMNn at time Ti 

d 
A deviation value between GCPU(CMNn, Ti) and HCPU(CMNn, 

Ti) 

Between the CPU utilization and the battery there exists a linearity relationship. The proposed 

framework tracks component CPU utilization at runtime and makes decision on when to perform 

component offloading. The framework analyzes recent CPU utilization trend and estimates the 

future utilization value at a specific time Ti. After that, the framework compares the predicted value 

with a threshold value of CPU utilization and determines the component offloading starting time. 

Our approach is to compare predicted CPU utilization value with the threshold value and apply the 

moving average (MA) for making the decision about the component offloading timing as shown in   
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Table 2. 
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Table 2. Prediction Algorithm for Determining Offloading Timing 

Algorithm#1: Prediction Algorithm for Offloading Timing 

Input: FCPU(CMNn), GCPU(CMNn, t) 

Output: Predicted Time Ti 

1: if GAVG_CPU(CMNn) > FCPU(CMNn) 

2: for all I number of predictions: 

3: HCPU(CMNn, Ti) = i=1GCPU(CMNn, Ti-1)/n 

4: d = HCPU(CMNn, Ti) – GCPU(CMNn, Ti) 

5: if HCPU(CMNn, Ti) >= FCPU(CMNn) && d>0: 

6: 
To begin component offloading from the predicted 

time Ti 

7: end if 

8: end for 

9: end if 

10: return Ti 

The monitoring scheme is to calculate average CPU utilization with a specified number 

of monitoring times and the time interval between monitoring events is same. When the 

calculated average value GAVG_CPU(CMNn) is higher than the defined threshold value 

FCPU(CMNn), the framework begins to predict future CPU utilization at time Ti. In this 

paper, we applied moving average method to predict the CPU utilization value at future 

time point Ti that is presented from line 2 to line 8. The moving average is a widely used 

trend detection method that is suitable for making a reliable offloading decision with 

given recent series data for resource utilization trend determination [24][25][26]. 

In order to offload more precisely, the algorithm compares some predicted CPU 

utilization values with runtime CPU utilization values. If all of the compared deviation 

values between predicted values and real-time values are less than predefined deviation 

value d, the framework determines the time Ti as the offloading timing for performing 

component offloading. 

Table 3. Dynamic Component Selection Algorithm 

Algorithm#2: Dynamic Component Selection Algorithm for 

Component Offloading 

Input: COMPn 

Output: OFFLDCMN(COMPn) 

1: /*To select the offloadable component*/ 

2: m=1 

3: while FCPU(COMPn) < GAVG_CPU(CMN): 

4: if FCPU(COMPn) < HCPU(CMN, ti): 

5: OFFLD(COMPn) ← 0 

6: else if FCPU(COMPn) > HCPU(CMN, ti): 

7: OFFLD(COMPn) ← 1 

8: end if 

9: end while 

10: return OFFLDCMN(COMPn) 

During the component offloading, the component selection is also important to the 

efficient component offloading execution. In our approach, the framework selects 

offloadable component during the runtime dynamically. We present the dynamic 

component selection algorithm in the Table 3. In the algorithm, the framework compares 

the CPU utilization value of a component with the predicted CPU utilization value. If the 

FCPU(COMPn) is smaller than the predicted HCPU(CMN, ti) the component will run on the 

current client mobile node. In contrast, the framework determines to migrate the 

component to other offloading service node. 
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4. Design Model of the Framework 
 

4.1. Framework Architecture 

In this section, we present an overall architecture and key components of the predictive 

offloading framework. The framework consists of 3 nodes; Client mobile Tier, Offloading 

Service Node Tier, and Dispatcher and Learner Node Tier. As shown in Figure 1, the 

predictive offloading framework consists of a number of functional components. A 

dispatcher and learner node is a stationary computer system with a fixed IP with relatively 

high computing power and resources. The only responsibility of the node is to maintain 

the up-to-date status information of nearby offloading service nodes in a directory. The 

directory, which is used in client mobile nodes is designed to lookup available offloading 

service nodes and find a most appropriate node as server. 
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Figure 1. Key Components of the Predictive Offloading Framework 

The resource checker component tracks resource status of a client node, just like CPU 

utilization, network bandwidth, and etc. For effective CPU utilization monitoring, the 

component does not check CPU status continuously. The resource checker component 

starts to collect CPU status data when an insufficient resource condition event has been 

captured. The component transmitter migrates some offloadable components to the 

offloading service node, and the component receiver receives the transmitted offloadable 

components for further execution. In order to perform message transactions, the message 

communicator component is responsible to manage those offloading-related data. 

Message transaction includes input data to execute offloading and return value from 

offloading service node. On the offloading service node, the component executor executes 

to receive offloadable components and notify the message communicator to send 

execution result to client node. 

The server node classifier component performs relevant offloading service node 

clustering function for efficient offloading. The component manages most relevant 

offloading service nodes to the same cluster for further service node selection. In addition, 

the server node selector component performs the task to select one or more dedicated 

offloading service nodes for component migration. The decision maker component 

analyzes receiving real-time CPU status from the client node, and then predicts the future 

CPU status trend. The network monitor component collects network bandwidth status of a 

client node in order to make component offloading decision by interacting with the 

message communicator. The server finder is responsible for monitoring whether those 

registered offloading service nodes are available by interacting with the device tracker 
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component in order to prepare for component offloading. 

The device register component is a component that allows resource available mobile 

devices and desktop PCs to register as offloading service nodes. The framework selects 

one or more offloading service nodes from registered nodes for component migration. The 

device tracker manages registered offloading service nodes for ensuring their availability 

for server node classification and component migration. The device tracker sends a small 

size data message to the offloading service node for checking their online availability. The 

device activator component is responsible for activating the selected offloading service 

node by sending a message to prepare component migration. 
 

4.2. Dynamic Model of Component Offloading 

The proposed offloading framework includes three different types of participants and 

they are responsible for processing different working tasks. To specify overall workflows 

of the participants, in the Figure 2, an activity diagram is presented which includes client 

mobile node, dispatcher and learner node, and offloading service node with their 

interactions. 
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Figure 2. Activity Diagram of Overall Offloading Process 

At the beginning of the component offloading, a client mobile node sends a resource 

request message to its dispatcher and learning node. The request message specifies 

required computation resources, such as CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. With the 

retrieved request, the dispatcher and learner node returns some resource available 

offloading service nodes information to the client mobile node and then the client node 

starts to negotiate with each offloading service node. During the negotiation, the client 

node makes decisions on which offloadable components should be migrated and when to 

migrate. After negotiation work completed, the offloading service node would execute the 

received offloadable components. During the component execution, both of the client and 

service nodes send their node status to the dispatcher and learner node respectively. 

Moreover, the dispatcher and learner node will update node repository and share the node 

status information with other working dispatcher and learner nodes. We also present a 

sequence diagram that depicts the method invocations in the offloading processes in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Sequence Diagram of Component Offloading 

The proposed framework checks real-time resource status of a client mobile node by 

calling a monitRes() method of the ResourceMonitor object to acquire CPU utilization 

value. The DecisionMaker is the object which could make decision on the offloading 

timing. When the component offloading timing is determined, the NodeClassifier object 

will allocate one or more offloading service nodes to execute offloadable components. 

The ComponentTransmitter object is responsible to migrate selected offloadable 

component from the client mobile node to those offloading service nodes. At last, the 

MessageCommunicator object sends the execution result of migrated component to the 

client side. 
 

5. Experiment and Evaluation 
 

5.1. Experiment Scenario 

In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed prediction algorithm, we conducted 

experiments with different mobile devices. We conducted a number of experiments by 

using an implemented Android program under different circumstances like Figure 4. In 

this experiment, three different client mobile nodes Huawei P9, Xiaomi Mi 4i, and Galaxy 

Note5 are selected and the two different dispatcher and learner nodes a dell desktop and a 

virtual machine are selected to perform the component offloading experiment. 
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Figure 4. Client Mobile Node and Dispatcher & Learner Node in Experiment 

In the experiment, we used a matrix-matrix multiplication program, which is a widely 

used test program in reducing energy consumption and improving energy efficiency in 

high performance computing [27]. Due to its characteristics of being easy to increase 

computational complexity and flexible to change the transmission data size at runtime, we 

conducted a number of experiments to verify our proposal. Each client node was running 

totally 12 test cases, as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Experiment Test Case 

 Matrix 1 Matrix 2 Data Size Complexity 

Case 1 100×100 100×100 Small(S) Low(L) 

Case 2 110×100 100×110 Small Low 

… 

Case 5 300×100 100×300 Medium(M) Medium(M) 

Case 6 310×110 110×310 Medium Medium 

… 

Case 11 540×130 130×540 Large(L) High(H) 

Case 12 550×140 140×550 Large High 

 

5.2. Experiment Result 

The objective of conducting the experiment is to validate energy efficiency and 

performance improvement of the proposed framework. The following experiment result is 

the total time consumption comparisons of three different offloading methods which are 

non-offloading, traditional dynamic offloading and the proposed predictive offloading as 

shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Time Cost Comparison of Non-offloading, Traditional Dynamic 
Offloading, and Predictive Offloading 

With the increasing of matrix dimensions of matrix-matrix multiplication program, 

both of computation complexity and transmission data size are increased. Among the 

three situations, offloading begins when computation complexity is in medium. However, 

due to differential in equipped hardware capability, offloading started time point is 

slightly different. As computational complexity increasing, the time cost difference is 

easy to capture by comparing time cost trends among them. 
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Figure 6. Comparison Result of Battery Usage Efficiency 

We also present the battery utilization comparison between dynamic offloading and 

predictive offloading. As shown in Figure 6, the experiment result presents the total 

battery consumption degree via executing all of the 12 test cases. With the continuous 

increasing of computational complexity, the maximum battery consumption value 

increased up to about 13%. In contrast, in predictive offloading, the maximum battery 

consumption is lower than 10% which is smaller than the dynamic offloading. 
 

6. Conclusion 

Mobile computing has become a common computing paradigm which could provide 

convenience to people’s daily life by offering a number of useful applications. However, 

inherent defects of mobile device affect the quality of mobile applications. Due to the 

capability limit of network communication, a remedy scheme, component offloading 

makes room for the mentioned issues via migrating computing intensive component to 

cloud server. However, a significant technical challenge is to assure the quality of 

applications in component offloading. In this paper, the proposed predictive offloading 

framework with its overall architecture which can provides the chance to perform efficient 

offloading. Our strategy for the efficient component offloading is to utilize a look-ahead 

method to identify the need for component offloading. We present an efficient algorithm 

to predict the demand of resources in advance. At last, we conducted experiments via 

using matrix-matrix multiplication program to validate the performance improvement. 
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